HELLO THERE, OUR DREAM IS TO HELP YOU MAKE GREAT HAPPEN

Student satisfaction

Delve into the world of the stockmarket!

This Introduction to the Stockmarket course is designed for the beginner who wants to learn the basics of the stockmarket. Students will be shown why shares are essential in wealth creation and how to construct a portfolio relevant to their needs.

Topics include:
- the functions of the stockmarket
- personal factors to consider when investing
- basic economics and the share market
- portfolio development
- trading techniques to avoid
- stockbrokers - services and selection

Presentations
...more online

LOCATION/S
Gold Coast - Southport

DURATION
Part time: 6 sessions / 1 night per week

Course delivery options

WORKLOAD | LOCATION | DELIVERY
---|---|---
Part time | Gold Coast - Southport | Classroom

Key dates
For key start dates for each location visit the online brochure for this course (under the course details tab).

tafegoldcoast.edu.au/course/12020

Entry requirements
There are no specific entry requirements.

Resources required
- Students need to bring pen and paper for note taking.
- Students need to present their Confirmation of...
...more online

Important Information
Course commencement is subject to...
...more online

What are my financial options?

No matter what your circumstances, TAFE Queensland Gold Coast has a financial option to suit you. If you are unsure of what’s right for you, call us on 07 5581 8300. We’re here to help.

...more online

FULL FEE | $265
This is the total cost of the course.

Got a question?
Enquire about your full fee study options

Accurate as at 19 October 2017. For the latest information see:
tafegoldcoast.edu.au/course/12020
Outcome

By the end of the course students will be able to:

- understand the function of the stockmarket
- assess the different types of risks involved in investing
- determine how to select a share using fundamental analysis
- understand what managed funds are
- identify trends, patterns and entry and exit points on charts
- identify scams

Units

Disclaimer

Not all electives available at all campuses

ARE YOU READY TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP ON YOUR PATH TO GREAT?

Enrol today to secure your spot in this course.

HOW TO ENROL

Make your future happen
Connect with TAFE on Facebook

Accurate as at 19 October 2017. For the latest information see: tafegoldcoast.edu.au/course/12020
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